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Jiangmen Underground Neutrino Observatory
the first multi-kton liquid scintillator detector ever



         



         

Neutrino mass hierarchy

= m2
3 – m2

1  has opposite signs in the two hierarchies!  + -



         

 
  Full oscillation probability

Oscillation interference
�ij =

�m2
ijL

4ELarge value of θ13 crucial!



         

Interference term
slow solar oscillations

Fast oscillations with the two 
similar mass splittings

NH: +
IH:   -

Can be looked at as an extra
effective mass-squared difference Δm2

Φ=	f(E,L)	

Effective mass-squared difference 
NH: 2|Δm2

ee| + Δm2
Φ and	increases	with	energy		

IH:   2|Δm2
ee| - Δm2

Φ and decreases with energy 

Survival probability



         

Oscillation pattern for JUNO



         

Δχ2 as the standard statistics in a nutshell

True MH

False MH

Spectra generated with NH and 
fit with both hypothesis

Systematic effects



         

Spectrum, an experimental challenge
•  Detection of few MeV electron flavour antineutrinos from reactor: 

liquid scintillator detector
•  Inverse Beta Decay interaction (IBD)



         

Spectrum, an experimental challenge
Resolving signature wiggles in the L/E spectrum
•  excellent energy resolution 3%/sqrt(E)
•  better than 1% understanding of the energy scale
Large statistics (O(100k) = large mass (20 kton)
Backgrounds: radio-purity and rock overburden of ~700 m

Stochastic terms 
(photon statistics)
•  High light yield
•  Good transparency 
•  PMT geometrical coverage 
•  PMT collection efficiency
•  PMT quantum efficiency

Systematic effects
•  Calibration
ü  α/β/γ sources
ü  Light pulses
ü  UV-laser

•  Double calorimetry concept
    (large and small PMTs)



         

JUNO detector challenges  



         

Fit with both hypothesis: NH and IH

NH spectrum fitted with NH

NH spectrum fitted with IH

NH spectrum fitted with NH

NH spectrum fitted with IH

From: Bachelot thesiis of Luigi Pertoldi, Uni Padova, Italy 



         

Other physics    
goals of JUNO  



         

Precision measurement 
of the oscillation parameters

New physics tests in low-
energy oscillation 
phenomena:

•  Light sterile neutrinos 
1405.6540

•  Non-standard neutrino 
interactions 1310.5917, 1408.6301

•  Lorentz and CPT violation 
1409.6970



         

Observatory for astrophysical neutrinos



         

Detector design



         

Experimental site and baseline optimization



         

Going 720 m underground



         

Outer water tank 
Muon Cherenkov veto 

Top muon veto 
Scintillator panels 

Steel support structure 
optical separation 

Acrylic sphere 
diameter: 35.4m 

Liquid scintillator 
20 kt of LAB 

18,000 PMTs (20‘‘) 
36,000 PMTs (3‘‘)  

Calibration Electronics 

water buffer (2m) 

43.5 m

44
 m35.4 m

JUNO detector design



         

JUNO detector design



         

JUNO expected background



         

JUNO Central Detector



         

JUNO Central Detector
Acrylic Sphere and Stainless Steel truss
ü  safety was given a priority
ü  260 acrylic panels of 120 mm thickness
ü  Total weight: ~600 t of acrylic and ~600 t of steel



         

JUNO Muon Veto



         

LAB solvent
linear-alkylbenzene

•  Developed by SNO+
•  Used in Daya Bay
•  Planned for JUNO

Compared to pseudocumene:
•  Non toxic
•  High flash point
•  Cheap
•  Compatible with acrylic
•  Excellent transparency
•  Worse particle discrimination

JUNO Liquid Scintillator



         

Linear alkylbenzene 
(LAB) as solvent

non-radiative 
à 280nm

non-radiative 
à 390nm

light emission�
à 430nm, τ≈4.4ns


3 g/L PPO

15 mg/L  
bis-MSB

+

+

Liquid scintillator composition


JUNO Liquid Scintillator cocktail
Required properties:
§ High light yield: ~104 ph/MeV 
à pure organic solvent 
à high fluor (PPO) concentration

§ High transparency: ~20m 
à choose transparent solvent à LAB 
à the producer matters!

§ à shift light to long wavelength à bisMSB



         

JUNO Liquid Scintillator Pilot Plant



         

§ optical coverage: 78%  
à 18,000 large PMTs (20‘‘) à 75%  
à 36,000 small PMTs (3‘‘) à 3%  
     (double calorimetry + timing)

20‘‘

3‘‘

Optimizing light collection



         

JUNO Large 20-inch PMTs

TRANSMISSION TRANSMISSION + REFLECTION 



         

Optimize light 
collection:
§ optical coverage: 75%
§ quantum efficiency QE x  

collection efficiency CE 
= 35%

à photons detected: 
~26%

 
 
Parameter 

Dynode-PMT 
R12860 

Hamamatsu 
Japan  
5000 
units 

MCP-PMT 
 

NNCV – IHEP 
China 

15000 units 

Photocathode transmission transmission 
+ reflection 

QE (400nm) 30%(T) 26%(T) + 4%(R) 
relative CE 100% 110% 
peak-to-valley 
ratio 

>3 >3 

transit time 
spread 

~3 ns ~12 ns 

dark rate ~30 kHz ~30 kHz 
afterpulsing 10% 3% 

JUNO Large PMTs

More in the talk
of Sen Qian 
on Sunday @ 11:15!  



         

JUNO Double Calorimetry

•  2 independent  read-put systems
 18,000 20-inch Large PMTs (LPMTs)
  36,000 3-inch Small PMTs (SPMTs)

•  Concept approved in July 2015
•  Optimization of the final number 

ongoing



         

•  75% photo-covergae 
•  Stochastic term: 3%/sqrt(E)
•  Slower and worse p.e. resolution
•  Large dark noise

•  3% photo-covergae 
•  Stochastic term: 10%/sqrt(E)
•  Faster and better p.e. resolution
•  Small dark noise

20-inch LPMT
18,000
1,200 p.e./MeV

3-inch SPMT
36,000
~100 p.e./MeV

JUNO Double Calorimetry

•  Reducing non-stochastic terms in the energy resolution dependence
•  Extending the dynamical range
•  Improving time and vertex resolution, muon reconstruction 
•  Importance in high-rate SN detection



         

Integrated PMT-redout Chip 
Developed at ZEA FZJ, Germany



         

JUNO calibration system



         

JUNO schedule



         

Thank you!



         

BACKUP SLIDES 



         

Baseline optimization

Optimal baseline is at L = 50-60 km,
at the oscillation maximum of Δm2

12 

Choice of the experimental site

In case of multiple reactors, 
minimize the spread of L 



         

Step 3, 4: Δχ2 definition and MH discrimination

Mi = number of measured IBD events in the ith bin (200 bins between 1.8 – 8 MeV)
Ti = number of expected  IBD events in the ith bin after oscillation f(MH; E, L, sin2θ12, sin2θ13, Δm2

12, Δm2
ee)

																		Ti	for	NH	and	IH	is	considered	separately,	two	separate	minimiza?ons	
εk = pull parameters for reactor and detector-related  systematic effects
σk  = uncertainty of the parameters used in pull terms
αik =   fraction of neutrino event contribution of the ith pull parameter to the ith energy bin

fit with NH assumption fit with IH assumption

True MH

False MH

Spectra generated 
with NH and fit with 
both hypothesis



         

Supernova (SN) burst neutrinos



         

Solar neutrinos



         

Diffuse SN Neutrino Background  

Never observed yet!

reactor

DSNB

reactor

DSNB

CC atm n.
CC atm n.

NC atm n.

NC atm n.

Possible solution:
NC atmospheric 
neutrino 
background can be 
suppressed by the 
pulse shape 
discrimination!

Fast neutrons

Problem:  NC events with prompt energy deposition plus 
neutron knock-out from 12C mimick IBD events 



         

Geoneutrinos
Big advantage:
ü  Big volume and thus high statistics!
Main limitations:
ü  Huge reactor neutrino background;
ü  Relatively shallow depth – cosmogenic 

background;
Critical:
ü  Keep other backgrounds  (210Po 

contamination!) at low level and under 
control;

•  Current (Borexino and KamLAND) precision on 
geoneutrino flux is ~25%

•  JUNO can reach 17%  precision within the first 
year and 6% after 10 years

•  Geological study of the local crust: separate 
mantle contribution 



         

Sensitivity: Energy resolution & exposure 

exposure 
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nominal value


Δχ2	levels	

Sensi&vity	to	mass	hierarchy	

target mass, cosmogenics veto


photon statistics, system
atics


nominal exposure 
§  36 GW x 6 years x 20kt 
§  80% IBD efficiency 



         


